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ABSTRACT

Traditionally the learning curve technique has been
applied to the case of continuous production.

In such cases

the cost par unit declines by a constant or staged
percentage due to the learning phenomenon. Although this

technique has been an important management tool to predict
cost and productivity, there are other factors that wil~
affect the

learning curves and its forecasts.

One of these

factors is "forgetfulness," which is caused by program
interruptions for a significant period of time.

It is

expected that due to the interruption a relearning process
may have to take place.
The objective of this report is to review the learning
curve technique and explore the behavior of the

curve in

the case of the interrupted production. A "forgetting"
factor 1s incorporated in the original

learning

function. This factor depends on the elapsed time between
endina of the job and starting of the next, as well as the

operator level of experience prior to interruption. For each

job a learning curve is determined. This curve decreases
exponentially from initial cycle time to the time in which
learning is completed. The curve is used together with a
similar exponential "forgetfulness" curve to calculate an

allowance for starting a new job or restarting a previous
job after a lapse.

For a successful production cost estimation and
plannina system, industrial engineers and managers need to
consider the effect of the "forgetting" factor on learning

curve in a batch or discrete production environments.

A

computerized learning curve program with particular
application to interrupted production environment is
developed for an IBM Personal Computer and compatibles.
This proaram

uses imformation retrieved from a data base

and the user's input to calculate learning and its
associated forgetfulness curves. The program estimates

man-hrs., forecasts manpower requirements and unit cost for
selected production quantities.
Despite the apparent complexity of some of the

calculations, the program is developed so that it can be
used to estimate small- to medium-sized batch problems
without the extensive knowledge of either learning or
forgetfulness algorithms. The information required as an
input to determine the learning curve and forgetting factor
is gathered from the shop floor by time study or by job
comparison.
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INTRODUCTION

A rational means of predicting cost and measuring
productivity improvements in repetitive jobs has been
available since World War II. Such means are called learning

curves, and they are a powerful tool for cost estimations by
industrial enaineers and managers.

They allow basic,

standard time data to be used for estimating production
quantities, predicting the rate of improvement, forecasting
manpower, floor space and estimating cost in many types of
repetitive manufacturing operations.
In a typical production process, the average cost per
unit is estimated based on assumed production quantity and
time period. The direct cost of labor and materials is
usually first estimated from product specifications.
Productivity improvement rates are then estimated based on
technological complexities, schedule requirements and the
learning progress.
As a project progresses, technical and/or financial

problems often necessitate changes in the production
quantity and/or the period. Quite often managers cut back on
quantity or split an order into number of batches <project
stretch-outs). Other alternatives may also take place which
would violate the conditions on which the origina cost per
unit estimates were developed.
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Such ohan1es involvin1 interruptions of production
pr01rams may ohan1• standard labor time due to hidden
faotors such as "for1etting" and "relearning."
Thus,

i t 1s important for

industrial engineers and managers

to know the effect of such factors on production forecast
and oost estimates.
Learning curve theory was first proposed by T.B.

Wright C1l and refined by a number of researchers.

In

comparisons there has been relatively little attention
1iven to effect of the "forgetting" factor when there is a
break in production for a significant period of time.

Brij

M. Aghi and Loren J. Rarden C2] have analyzed the
"foraetfulneas" phenomenon and its relationship with
learning curve function.

The purpose of this report is to review learning

curves and to extend the work of Aghi and Rarden.

In

particular, the report will present the effect of
"forgetfulness" and "elapsed time" on unit cost, production
rate and manpower requirement in an interrupted production
environment.
Chapter I briefly describes the history of learning
curves and reviews the most common models and reported
practical applications in many industries.

It also

addresses those factors pertinent to learning curve

pitfalls as management tools.

Chapter II presents the model for calculation of the
"forgetting" factor.

It shows how "forgetfulness" can be

represented as a curve in relation with the traditional

learning curve.
Chapter III introduces the computer program developed
to calculate the learnins curve and forgetfulness curve.

It

presents a system block diagramt a detailed logic of the
system and description of its components. A list of
hardwares required to run the program is provided.

Chapter IV includes a typical application for
demonstratina the program capabilities.

The report concludes in Chapter V by pointing out the
advantaaes of this program and possible future expansion of
the system.
Appendix A lists 139 papers covering

the period 1970

through 1984, which was reported by Denis R. Towill C3J.

A listing of program source code is documented in the
Appendix B.

I. BACKGROUND

Learning Curve History
In 1925 the commander of Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base in Ohio noted a peculiar pattern in the amount of labor
required to assemble successive aircraft units.

It appeared

that the cost of labor declined consistently as the
production continued.

In addition, each time a new

production run began, the pattern reasserted itself.
In 1936 the article by T.P. Wright [1J established the
use of learning curve functions to aircraft production. By
World War II the concept was widely recognized.

It was used

as a pricing basis for government purchases of aircraft and
other hardware. After World War II the use of learning
curves spread to other industries. The technique was so
pervasive that its use has been documented in almost every
major industry. More than 160 sources in books and articles
have been devoted to the learning curve since 1970 C3J.
Appendix A is a partial

list of these sources.

Special-purpose applic~tions based on the original
relationships have been developed. Learning curves are used
in fields as diverse as electronics, petroleum refining,
clerical operations, and steel industries.
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For example,

to this day,

multi-unit procurement of

aerospace and defense material for production by contractors
is based on the expectation that costs will decline along a
learning curve.

Types of Learning Curves

The learning curve concept is that as quantities
double,

the

labor hour per unit declines by a constant

percentage. This is refered to as the learning efficiency.

The learning process is defined as the acquisition of
knowledge and/or skill, measured by increased productivity
in task,

performed with repetition.

manufactured product,

For example,

for a

the cost of direct labor per unit

declines about 25% each time accumulated experience doubles.

Thus,

if the fifth unit in a new process required 100

<labor) man-hours,

the tenth unit would need 75. A 25%

reduction with each experience doubling represents what is
commonly called a "75% learning curve."

In other words,

a

75% learning curve means that the hours utilized to produce
the second unit are 75% of the first unit, and the hours for
the tenth unit are 75% of the fifth unit.
is,

in effect,

A learning curve

a rate-of-improvement curve.

If cumulative man-hours per unit are monitored
periodically, and plotted as a function of the unit number,
as shown in Figure 1 the resultant graph is a productionprogress function referred to as a "learning curve."
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The general form of the learning curve is a decreasing
function that can be expressed as:

exponential

n

Y = KX

(1)

where

Y

cumulative average man-hour per unit

~

for X unit produced

X = number of units (cycles) produced
K = man-hours to produce the first unit

n • exponent parameter which shapes the learning curve

Within the above expression of the learning curve
the constant learning percentage at which the average

concept,

unit cost declines is found by tha following equations:
n

Y

/Y

2X

= KC2X>

n

/KCX>

n
= 2

X

therefore

n = log (learning efficiency)/Log 2

(2)

The relationship between unit cost Cu) and cumulative

average cost CY) can be derived from:
n

Y =

KX

= U/X
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where U = total cost for X units
then
n

u

= dU/dX = (n+1)KX = Cn+l>Y

( 3)

Cumutat1ve average
Per unit

Unit numoer

Fiaure 1. An Example of a Learning Curve C4J.

William B. Spencer C4J compared the Stanford and

Boeins curves, the two learning curves most used in industry
today. The Stanford curve <Figure 2) assumes that the
cumulative averag• starting with the first unit is a

straiaht line on log-log coordinates. The per-unit line is
derived. from this average and approximately parallel from
about the tenth unit.
The Boeing curve (Figure 3) assumes that the per-unit

line is effectively a straight line on log-log coordinates.

The oumulative average line 1• derived from the unit line
and runs approximately parallel from about the tenth unit.
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The Boeing system develops its curves from

the equation,
n

Y/K =

X Y

0

I

---

- - - - .__

- -- --I

--- -

.....

Unit numoer

Fiiure 2. Stanford Learning Curve C4l •

....
e::,

( I)

'::

0

:I:

Unit numoer

Fiaure 3. Boein1 Learnin1 Curve C4l.
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which is portrayed from equation <1>,
value of 1 at X = 1. Or,

giving the function a

in an other words, arbitrarily set

K = 1 in equation (1), normalized at quantity X = 1.
The Boeing curve results in a higher projected cost

than the Stanford cost. This model was presented by Boeing
Company, which yields a revised cost per unit for large
systems manufactured in relatively small quantities.

If

absolute least cost is the criterion for system choice,

then

one should use the Boeing curve. For example, an aircraft
manufacturer may use the Boeing curve to estimate the labor
cost of airplanes for bidding purposes.

Theories other than log-log linear are also available,
such as the "S curve" <Figure 4). Frank D. Miller CSl
believes that the true

learning curve shape may not be

straight on log-log coordinates, though a straight line may
approximate it wall enough. For example,

in most companies

especially during new product introduction, the training of
operators, the cost of tooling, etc., make initial
production relatively slow and expensive. Once the operators
have

learned their jobs, engineering changes have been made,

and cost reduction programs have been implemented, the rate
of production increases fast,

so that the slope becomes

steeper. As the ultimate cost per unit is approached,

slope levels off again.

the

10

The S-shape curve can best be represented by a
third-order polynomial:
3

2

Y = AX +BX +CX+D

where A, B, C and Oare four coefficients that, when solved
tor, will yield the unique cubic desired.

Consequently,

some call it Cubic learning curve CS].

/

Gett,r,g out the bugs

~

o

J:

J
I

Accelerated
cost reduction

Conventional
straight line
Leveting off /

Unit number

F1sur• 4. "Sff Laarnins Curve CSJ.

For constructing an S-shaped curve on a log-log paper,
the following equation is used:
3

2

log(y) - AClogCX>l +BClog<X>l +CClog<X>l+D
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It is important to bear in mind that a learning curve
or progress technique is only an empirical tool rather than
a truly scientific device. Which technique one should choose
may be directed by curve fitting analysis of historical

values or by relying on experiences and observations
developed in different industries to furnish a reliable
guide to application. Even if one has the guidance derived

from others' experience,

it is important to test the

validity of applying curves.

It might produce unwanted

surprises.

Practical Use of Learning Curves
Because of the diverse nature of the learning curve
applications,

the improvements and the rate at which they

are achieved will vary considerably with the tasks. This is

seen from Table 1, which includes reported typical

learning

curve rates for various tasks within electromechanical
assembly industries such as aircraft assembly, missile

manufacturing and computer assemblies CSJ.
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TABL.E 1

LEARNING CURVE RATES FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL TASKS

RELATIVE DEGREE
TASK

OF

MACHINE

PACING

LEARNING RATE
(%)

Printed circuitr assembly

High

95

Component sub-assembly

Low

85

PCB test

High

97

Wire preparation

High

95

Harness assembly

Low

85

Metal fabrication

Medium

90

Module sub-assembly

Low

85

Final assembly

Medium

87

The range of reported users of learning ourves is
wide. Some of the user industries are listed in Table 2 C3J.
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TABLE 2
LIST OF REPORTED USERS BY INDUSTRY

INDUSTRIES

Printing press operation

Heavy electrical

Electromechanical assembly

Module housing assembly

Steel mills industry

Paper mills industry

Cigar making

Aircraft assembly

Watch making

Automobile assembly

Injection molding

Missile manufacturing

Pharmaceutical packaging

PCB fabrication

Most users,

having discovered the wide range of

applications for learning curves and progress functions,

use

them for more than one purpose. Companies with a
computerized data collection (data input terminals located
in the shop> and learning curve calculation systems can use
the model tor all of the listed applications in Table 3 C3J.
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TABLE 3
LIST OF REPORTED APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

Setting work standards

Optimizing batch size

Design of intensive schemes

Setting WIP level.

Costing

Line balancing

Measuring training schemes

Technological forecasts

Forecasting delivery dates

Learning transfer

Operator selection

Resource allocation

Equipment scheduling

Wage incentive plans

For example,

learning curves can be used in the case

of line balancing, especially when a manutacturins plant
makes many different products and runs them on the same
line. The goal of meeting scheduled due dates efficiently is
an important one. Extra operators on line may loosen the
line balance, but they might also allow schedules to be met
and allow money to be saved. The question for each line
balance is: Should a few people be kept for a long time, or
a lot of people for a short time? This is where the length
of the run and the learning experience become important
factors.

Thomas

s.

Fiske C7l has addressed this problem and

developed a program for this application.
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Use of learning curve models in calculating operators
efficiency will provide management with an effective tool to
evaluate operators who change from one job to another
without affecting their calculated efficiency and wage
incentive.

It also provides a mean to measure which operator

is trainable and which one is not.
Computer-based models are usually needed to analyze
data,

especially for prediction purposes.

However, a

graphical presentation is best to explain data graphically,
as shown in Figure 5. An effective learning curve model
should show trend lines,

interruptions and excessive scatter

as an information carrier to trigger management for an
investigation and corrective action.
The reasons dictating the shape of an individual

curve

or progress function are many and complex, and vary from
task to task and industry to industry. As shown in Figure
S<a>,

the curve illustrates a normal start up with no

significant scatter due to loss in production or extra
performance.

In Figure S(b), the slow start up,

to lack of proper training, causes additional

possibly due

loss in

production. Figure S<c> shows that new work organization
such as line balancing can improve p~oduction level. Figure
5(d)

illustrates excessive scatter which may have been

caused by repetitive change of operators on the assembly
line. Figure SCe) shows that lack of hardware or software
may limit the learning progress.
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A corrective action by management can improve the learning

progress almost immediately. Finally, Figure 5Cf) shows that
improvement in methods of performing operations even at a
cost ot short interruption and temporary loss in production
may pay ott in higher productivity in a relatively short

time after.

production;
normal startup

-

-

Smooth startup;
little scatter

·->

<a)

Additional lost
production due
to stow startup

Time

<b)

Time

New steady-state performance

Old

'!

·->

level

..,

Added production
due to improved
work organisation

u

::,

--..,>
V

Excessive scatter
suggests possible

L.

sources of
improvement

::,
,:,
0

,:,
0
L.

0..

a..
( C)

<d)

Time

Time

Extra
Lost production
due to short-

·:>.

·>-

-,,

com, ng s

C'\

I

u

::,

0
L.

a..

Correcti~
action ta ken
by manogem~nt
Ce

)

..,~

..,

Artificial plateau
due to hardware/
software short-

:0

comings

L.

Time

Temporary loss
in production

>
u

::,
0

a.

1

New mett'lod
l._i ntr od uced to
improve performance

I~

(f )

Time

Figures. Graphical Examples of Productivity Curve C3J.
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Pitfalls
Despite the importance of learning curve functions as
a management tool to predict cost and productivity usin1
direct labor standards, there are other cost influencing
factors which affect productivity. Direct labor is just one
element of total product cost.

Any prediction is subject to

error, especially in the complex operations of an industrial
organization,

if managers do not use a great deal of

professional judgments to recognize some of these factors.
The fol lowing is a list of factors which were identified as
pitfal 1 s C8J:
(1)

Lack of shop floor control on methods and tooling.

Learning can be affected by shop floor management decisions,
such as group size, general skill

levels, work experience,

assembly complexity, more efficient work methods, fewer
"search and select" motions and fewer references to drawing

or written instructions.
(2) Reducing direct labor cost by shifting from
manufacturing to buying dose not necessarily increase labor
efficiency.
(3) An increase in usage of supervisory labor which is
classified as indirect labor in place of direct labor may
result in a false labor savings.
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(4) A substantial tooling and engineering efforts may
be spent to reduce small number of hours in direct labor.
(5) Other factors, which effect learning curves are
not oaloulated directly by the laarnin1 curve formula.
Production rate constraints and dictated schedule changes
are such factors. These are often caused by funding
limitations which lead to program stretch-outs.
Higher production rates allow more units in work at
any given time, and therefore better manpower utilization.
Lower rates mean fewer units in work, thus less efficient
manpower utilization. Lower rates also result in smaller lot
sizes,

increasing the number of set-ups for the same number

of parts. Lower rates also cause a loss of "learning" with
significant "elapsed" time between the end of producing one
batch and start-up of the next, which inevitably affects the
production order quantities for production run CS].
There remains much scope for research into the factors

which affect learning curves and estimation of production
costs.

In the meantime we shall apply the theory of

"forgetfulness" to learning curve functions to see some
effects of the "forgetting" factor in learning.

II. THE LEARNING CURVE "FORGETTING" FACTOR

Introduction
Learning curves and progress functions are well known
concepts to most industrial engineers and managers as a
means of predicting cost and measuring productivity in a
repetitive production environment. But what happens to the
learning curve parameters if there is a break in production?
For example when delivery is deliberately achieved via a
discrete number of batches, often with a significant period
of time between the end of producing one batch and the
start-up of the next. The answer is usually some loss in
productivity (often very significant>. This may result in an
increase in production time due to relearning the tasks that
the operator has already forgotten C9l.
Forgetting takes place when there is a break in
production for a significant period of time. This can be
studied by shop floor data collection and curve fitting
analysis, yet there has been little work done to link the
"forgetting" factor to learning curve algorithm.
Aghi and Rarden C2J used a "forgetfulness" curve to
calculate effective wage incentive rates as a management

19
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tool for evaluating operators associated with small or
variable

lot sized assignments.

This chapter addresses the "forgetfulness" phenomenon
and shows how to

traditional

integrate the "forgetting" factor with the

learning curve algorithm. This model uses

learning curves to determine the theoretical time for the
first unit <start-up) of each batch and "forgetting" factor
allowance for operators who are relearning former tasks they
may have forgotten.

Production cost in terms of man-hours

is then determined by the "base rate" or expected number of
hour per unit for the job, multiplied by these factors.

The

base rate in turn is established by standard procedures such

as Work-Factor analysis, Motion Time Methods,
pre-established time standards or by comparing historical
data of similar products.

Standard production time <base

rate), presumes that the operator is thoroughly familiar

with the job. However,

in many production jobs this

assumption is not true, but rather is dependent on the
degree of exposure to that job.

This model will calculate

the previous degree of operator's expertise for the job
prior to interruption presuming the same operator is
restartina the job. This calculation is dependent on a lapse

time that a fully experienced operator will forget that
particular job completely. This value can be determined by
shop floor data collection and curve fitting analysis of a

similar product.
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Calculation of Forgetting Factor
In the case of an experienced operator returning to a
particular job after a period of time, a forgetfulness curve
is used to determine an appropriate starting point on the
learning curve for the job. Figure 6 shows the effect of the
"elapsed time" used to examine "forgetting" allowance in
batch production environment.
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Figure 6. Effect of "Elapsed Time" on Cycle Time C2J.

Like start-up learning allowance, the toraettins
allowance is derived from the learning curve for the job.

This allowance is a direct measure of the difference in
performance between the end of the last batch and start ot
the next.

,., ,.,
......

The allowance clearly depends on the elapsed time
between the two batches and the extent of the operator's

.

previous experience. To apply this concept to batch
production estimation of starting point for a previously
experienced operator,

equation C4) is applied to each

discrete batch in turn.

C

= t T

( 4)

L

where

TF

= cycle time required to perform the first unit of the
second lot

t = elapsed time
TL

= cycle time previously required to perform the last unit
of the first lot

o = rate at which forgetfulness curves <c>O>

( 5)

Within the above expressions the value of the constant
"o" is determined by the assumption that a completely
proficient operator who ceases to ·work on a particular job

forgets that job completely attar a laps of, tor example, 13

weeks. Thus, attar 13 weeks, the operator is started fresh
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as though he had never previously performed that job. Also,
it is assumed that forgetfulness,

like learning, occurs at

an exponential rate. Using the above assumptions together
with the equations <4) and <5>, one obtains
C

K = 13 T

8

or

c = log(K/TB)/log(13)

(6 )

K = first unit cost <man-hour/unit), as in equation Cl).
T

8

= "base rate" unit cost <man-hour/unit>.
Unfortunately for this application, the curve described

by equation (1) decreases continually,

though more and more

slowly toward a limitina value of zero cycle time as the unit
numbers increase.

In reality this characteristic does not

match operator performance, which can be expected to level
out at a constant cycle time after some number of units.

Therefore, in this application the user is required to input
the expected leveling cycle <unit> number if it is known.
Otherwise,

the model

is modified to reach a constant value

when the exponential curve decreases by no more than 0.2

percent from one unit to the next. At this point the
operator can be presumed to have reached the constant cycle
time that corresponds to the "base rate" for that job.

24
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In Figure 6,

the curve used to describe the expected cycle

time as a function of unit number merges the exponential
learning curve given by equation (1) with constant "base
rate" cycle time at the particular unit number. This unit
number can be determined when the learning curve first
declines by no more than 0.2% of its value. Thus,

the

unit number at which cycle time becomes equal to the "base
rate" can be determined by finding the value of X <unit
number) for which it is true that Y<X+l) = 0.998 Y<X>.
Therefore, with this condition, the number of the leveling
unit is the first integer greater than X, where X8 is given
8

by:

= 0.998 Y

Y
(XB+l)

XB

n

KCX +1)
B

n

= 0.998 KX

B

or
-1/n

X

B

= 1/(1/0.998)

-1

(7)

thus

(8)
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TL as it was described above, can be calculated from
equation (1):
n
T

L

= KX

( 9)

P

where XP is the number of units previously completed.
Once the values of "c" and "TL" are determined, equation (4)
becomes the forgetfulness curve for the job in question. The
constant value of the time to completely forget a particular
job <13 weeks per above example) would need to be derived
tor each product line based on its complexity.
Often sophisticated models or techniques are not very
popular with managers as a management tool due to the mass
of calculation needed by the model. Also,

it is very time

consuming to managers and analysts. Because of the apparent
complexity of some of the calculations, a computer program
is useful to solve most small-to medium-sized problems
without extensive knowledge of either learning or
forgetfulness curve algorithms. The informations required as
an input to this program can be gathered from the shop floor
by time study,

operator's "time card" or job comparison

based on historical data of similar products.

I I I. MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM

Program Logic
In this chapter a computerized learning curve with a
forgetting factor is presented for the IBM microcomputer or
compatibles.
The program flow of informations and its components are
outlined in a system block diagram <Figure 7).

User's
Selection

Product
Data Base
Learning Factor
L/F Factor....,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Forgetting Factor
Data File
Parameters
Product
Rate
Report
Yorking
Update
Data

Edit
Data

Algorithm

Learning Curve
Forgetfulness Curve

Product
Cost
Report

File

Labor
Requirement
Report

Figure 7. System Block Diagram.

The learning ourva and forgetfulness techniques are
used in.the program to generate reports on estimated

theoretical production costs in terms of man-hour and dollar,
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man power and production rates to meet the schedule,
the production level

given

<quantity). The program enables the user

to create product files, modify and save on disk storage
media. This is a useful feature because the user can create
different problems for different products and investigate
their costs independently at any time. The information
required to create these files relating to products such as
man-hours for a particular production unit<s>

is retrieved

from shop floor data. Other data such as learning curve rate,
standard hours per unit, unit quantity for work proficiency
and elapsed time to complete forgetfulness can be estimated
by comparing similar product and time study techniques.
The learning curve algorithm is used toa~awtatat~hehe
rate at which the learning curve decreases <slope),

first

unit cost (if unknown) and average unit cost of any given
production quantity. Then from average unit cost and the
learning rate, any individual unit cost can be estimated.
The forgetfulness algorithm is used to estimate the

theoretical increase in a unit cost after interruptions in
production assignment of product where the elapsed time is
more than one week. This portion of the program is dependent
on learning curve data and the forgetting parameters such as
elapsed time between each production batch assignment and the
estimated time for a complete forgetfulness by an experienced

operator. A flow chart of program steps including data entry
policies and working algorithms is shown in Figure 8.
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Fiiure 8. Flow Chart of Learnin1/Forgettin1 Program.
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Once the user inputs laarning and forgetting data,

the

program wil 1 generate the remaining unknown parameters
through its algorithms. The user can then enter all
parameters into a file. Following are the problem parameters
that make up - a file:
1. Learning curve rate

(%)

2. First unit man-hour
3. Learning curve exponent <slope)
4. Quantity units required to achieve proficiency
5. Standard unit man-hour
6. Number of interruptions
7. Elapsed times
8. Time to complete forgetfulness
9. Quantity produced per batch
10. Cycle time to produce the last unit of last batch
11. Cycle time to produce the first unit of next batch
The learning and forgetting algorithms us~ the above
data to generate the three production estimation reports
which are described later in program description.

Program Description
When the program is started, it displays the title and
then the program main menu with options for learning and
forgetting curve input data, e~it data, file input and
retrieval.

Other options senerate reports such as production

man-hours, man power/production rates, and labor cost.
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LEARNING CURVE WITH FORGETTING FACTOR PROGRAM
DR. YASSER HOSNI
BEHZAD M. ZARKOOB

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

MARCH

1988

Press <ENTER> to continue .. ?
MAIN

MENU

Select from the fol lowing options

:

1. INPUT LEARNING/FORGETTING DATA
2. EDIT CURRENT DATA
3. FIND PRODUCTION UNIT MAN-HOURS
4. FIND PROD. RATE & MAN POWER REQUIREMENTS
5. FIND LABOR COST
6. SAVE DATA ON DISK
7. RETRIEVE DATA FROM DISK
8. EXIT PROGRAM
Enter option number

?

1

Option #1 of the main menu will prompt the user to
another screen to select the desired method of inserting data
pertinent to learning curve parameters. This option must be
selected by the user if no data have previously been created
or available on file for retrieval. The menu for learning
curve data input consists of two options. The user's
selection of either method may depend on the type of data
available for his particular problem.
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LEARNING CURVE
Choose from the fol lawing options
to determine the learning rate:

1. SPECIFY THE LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS
2. ESTIMATE THE LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS
3. RETURN TO

MAIN

MENUE

Select option I ? 1

Selecting 11 on this menu will enable the user to enter
the estimated learning curve efficiency rate which he may
have established based on previous experience with a similar
product. The user 1s then prompted to input an obtained
man-hour and the unit number. He may then enter the estimated
unit number that requires an operator to become proficient in

this type of work. Otherwise, the program will estimate it
using the algorithm explained in Chapter II.

LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS

Input estimated LEARNING EFFICENCY rate C%)
Input UNIT NO.

?

85

for your time estimate? 400

Input estimated TIME for unit no.

400 <hrs/unit)

Input UNIT NUMBER to complete learning
(Press <ENTER>, it unknown)
? 400

?

1.6
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However,

if the user wishes to select option #2 of the

learning curve menu,

the program will

ask him to enter

man-hours pertinent to at least two unit numbers at any
order. The user can enter up to one hundred observations.
More observations will generate a more accurate learning
curve.

LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS

Input UNIT NO.

Input AVG.

TIME tar unit no.

Input UNIT NO.
Input AVG.

for observation no.
5

1

(hrs/unit)

for observation no. 2

TIME for unit no.

?

?

5
?

5.84

100

100 (hrs/unit)

?

2.89

Once the required learning curve data using either of
the options are entered,

the learning curve algorithm will

execute. Tha program generates all unknown variables
pertinent to equations Cl) and (2) in Chapter I. The program
will then ask the user to enter information about the
forgetting factor parameters. The user may enter data for up

to one hundred production batches, if the problem involves
interrupted discreet batch-sized assignments with more than

one week elapsed time between the end of one batch and start
of the next.
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Otherwise, he may bypass this part of the data entry, and the
program will consider the problem as a continuous production
assignment with no significant interruptions.

FORGETTING FACTOR PARAMETERS

Enter ELAPSED TIME after producing batch no.
<Press <ENTER>, if no interuptions)
?
3
Enter PRODUCTION QUANTITY for batch no.

Enter TIME for complete forgetfulness

The program wil 1 next display

a

1? 200

<week>!)

report

entries, which enables the user to view

1 <week>l)

of

?

12

all data

and check for

accuracy before taking any other actions such as selecting
the labor cost report or saving the data on disk.
INPUT DATA <option 1)
1 .

Learning Efficiency Rate=

2.

Estimated Time to Produce Unit No.

3.

Unit Number to Complete Learning=

4

5

•

.

Batch No.
1

85

~

400 <hrs)=
400

Production Qty.
200

Time for Complete Forgetfulness

Press <ENTER> to continue?

1.6

<weeks)

Elapsed Time
3

=

12
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After the user has reviewed the input data report,

the

program will return back to the main menu. The user may
select option #2 of the main menu (edit current data>
there are any changes desired to the input data.

A

if

similar

display to input data report will appear on the screen, which
enables the user to select any particular data for change or
deletion.
Upon any change to the data,

the system wil 1

automatically recalculate and then update all other dependent
variables as long as it does not violate the constraints of

the learning ·and forgetting algorithms. For example,

if

the

user deletes batch #2 of three existing batches, the system
will chanae batch 13, its unit quantity and fol lowing elapsed

time to batch 12, and then recalculate starting and finishing
unit man-hours for new batch 12. If the user deletes all
batches from the parameters the system will automatically
consider the problem as a continuous production assignment
and ignore the forgetfulness algorithm.
It is important to note that the system does not update
the existing data file on a diskette with the current edited
data.

It is the user's responsibility to update his disk

files with new data by selecting option #6 of the main menu.
Once the user has confirmed all the input data,

the

program will return to the main menu. At this time he may
save th• data on a disk tor future reference or select any of

the three production estimation reports from the main menu.

1
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Option •3 ot the main menu will enable the user to run
production man-hour estimations. The program will ask the
user to enter the desired production level for estimation.
The user can run this report for as many production levels as
he wishes to investigate. The program will return to the main
menu after exiting from this report.

A typical man-hour

estimation report is as follows:

PRODUCTION UNIT MAN-HOURS
Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 250
Total Production Time <hrs) =

594.6681

Learning Allowance <hrs) =

194.6681

1st Unit Time (hrs/unit) =

8.516236

Standard Unit Time (hrs/unit) =

1.6

Time for Unit# 250 (hrs/unit) = 1.575371
Avg.

Time for 250 Unit(s)

Avg.

Time far SO Unit(s)

<hrs/unit) =

2.378672

in Batch 2 (hrs/unit) =

2.05787

<Press <ENTER> to exit)

Learning time is the variance between the total

"standardff time allowed by an experienced crew and the total

"expected" production time by a start-up crew which can be

considered as a "training allowance."
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Option #4 of the main menu wil 1 access the production
rate and man power requirement report. The program prompts
the user to enter the desired production level
estimation,

for

production days <not including the elapsed time)

and working hours per day. A sample of the report is
presented below:

PROD. RATE

&

MAN POWER REQUIREMENT

Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 250
Enter PRODUCTION DAY(s)

for 250 units

?

7

Enter PRODUCTION HOURS/DAY? 7.5

Man power needed to produce 250 unitCs) = 11.32701
At an avg. production rate of 4.761905 <units/hr)

Fully trained man power to produce 250 unit(s)

= 7.619048

<Press <ENTER> to exit)

Fully trained man power requirement and production rate
are calculated based on "standard" unit time where a crew is
considered to be operating at 100% proficiency. The user can
ask for as many plans as he wishes to investigate by changing

the three required input parameters of this report.
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An exit from this report will return the screen back to
the main menu.
Option JS, production labor cost report,

is a costed

version of the production man-hour report, where the user

wil 1 enter the labor cost per unit in addition to production
level.
PRODUCTION LABOR COST
Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 250
Enter PRODUCTION COST ($/hr)? 8.2
Production Labor Cost=$ 4876.279
Learning Cost=$ 1596.278
1st Unit Cost=$ 69.83314

Standard Unit Cost=$ 13.12

Cost for Unit# 250 =

$

12.91804

Avg.

Unit Cost for 250 Unit<s> =

Avg.

Unit Cost for SO Unit(s)

$

19.50511

in Batch 2 =

$

16.87454

<Press <ENTER> to exit)

If the user's computer has a built-in "print screen"

function, a hard copy of each report or any other screen
displays may be generated by pressing keys <Shift> and

<PrtSc> at the same time. Upon exit from this report,
program will return back to main menu.
If the user has not saved the problem data on a

disk, he may do so by selecting option 16.

the
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The user may select option #7 to retrieve new data from
the disk,

if available. This action will erase all current

data and load the new one instead.

When the user selects option #8 to exit the program,

the system will give him a chance to save the current problem
data on diskette before aborting. This is handled as follows:

DATA FILE

Input the DISK DRIVE <A,

Input the FILE NAME:

?

RETRIEVE

8, or C):? A

ASY 2002

(Press <ENTER> to exit)

****

Do you wish to save current data?****

Enter <Y or N> :? Y

DATA FILE

Input the DISK DRIVE <A, 8, or C):? A
Input the FILE NAME:
<Press <ENTER> to exit)

?

ASY 2002

SAVE
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Program Limitations
1. The program will not allow any additions to input
data such as increasing the number of batches or unit number
and man-hour observations for calculation of the learning
curve once the limits are set by the original parameters. To
input additional parameters, the user has to start over by
selecting option 11 ot the main menu.
2. The program does not provide a manpower and
production rate requirement report for each batch assignment
to be used as~ scheduling tool, where it may show the labor
and production rate adjustments caused by fluctuations in an
operator's proficiency.

It only provides average manpower and

production rate requirements for the specified "working"
period. However, the user can obtain this information by
calculating the data <estimated average man-hour for number
of units produced in a batch) provided by running option 13,
production man-hours report.
3. This program is limited to handling calculations for
one sat of parameters at a time.

If the user requires more

than one learning curve for different operations or operators
in producing the same product, he may have to enter data
separately or create more than one file and then conduct his
investigation from one data file at a time.
4. This program does not have a "line print" subroutine

to produce hard copy of the reports. The user can use the
computer built-in "PrtSc" function,

if available.
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Hardware and Software Requirements
This program is written in BASIC language and runs on
the IBM or compatible microcomputers. The minimum
requirements for hardware and software to run this program
are listed below:

1. IBM

or compatible

PC with

a minimum of 64K memory.

2. DOS 2.1 or higher operating system with BASICA.

3. A TTL monitor.
4.

A 5.25" floppy disk drive 360K.

5. An IBM compatible parallel printer, unless the
user 1s not interested in the hard copy report.

II

IV. CASE APPLICATION

Consider a contract project submitted to management by
a customer for bidding. The customer has requested bids
based on the following quantities and delivery schedule

methods:

Delivery Lead Time

Batch Quantity

Method

1

1200

30 working days

2

200/Month

5th working day of every month

The total quantity for this contract is 1200 units,

and

materials are provided just-in-time at the beginning of each
production month by the customer.
days a month,

The company operates 20

5 days a week, with 7.5 working hours a day.

An industrial engineer, using pre-established labor
standards,
hour.

has estimated the standard unit time to be 1.60

Furthermore, he has determined,

based on a similar

product that the learning curve for the project will be 85%
and proficiency <working at standard rate)
400 units.

is reached after

He has also established that it takes

approximately 12 weeks for an experienced <proficient)
operator to forget similar operations.
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Management wants to know the labor costs, production
man power and rate requirements for each of the two methods.
After entering the data into the program usinc
option 11 for

learning curve parameters as it was described

in Chapter I I I , the generated reports of the given case
study are as follows:

Program Reports For Method 1
REPORT

INPUT DATA <option 1>
1 . Learning Efficiency Rate=

85

%

2.

Estimated Time to Produce Unit No. 400 <hrs)=

3

Unit Number to Complete Learning=

.

1.6

400

PRODUCTION UNIT MAN-HOURS

REPORT

Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL tor your estimation? 1200
I

ru

Total Production Time Chrs> =

1938.51

Learning Allowance <hrs> =

18.50952

1st Unit Time

8.516236

<hrs/unit> =

Standard Unit Time <hrs/unit> =

1.6

Time tor Unit# 1:00 (hrs/unit> = 1.236664
Avg.

Time for 1200 Unit<s>

(hrs/unit> =

1.615425

PROD. RATE, KAN POWER REQUIREMENT
Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 1200
Ent•r PRODUCTION DAY<s> for 1200 units
Enter PRODUCTION HOURS/DAY? 7.5

7 30

Man power needed to produce 1200 unit<s> = 8.615598
At an avg. production rate of S.333333 <units~hr>
Fully trained man power to produce 1200 unit<s>

a

8.533334

REPORT
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PRODUCTION LABOR COST

REPORT

Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 1200
Enter PRODUCTION COST CS/hr>? 8.2

Production Labor Cost= s 15895.78

Learning Cost= s 151.7781
1st Unit Cost= s 69.83314
Standard Unit Cost= s 13.12
Cost for Unit• 1200 = t

Avg.

Unit Cost for

10.14064

1200 Unites>

= t

13.24648

Program Reports For Method 2

..."
,II

.r,

r

INPUT DATA

l

. Learning Efficiency Rate=

85 %

2.

Estimated Time to Produce Unit No.

3.

Unit Number to Complete Learning=

4

.

Batch No.
1

..3
I"\

4

5

s .

? r od 1.1ct ion Qty.

200
200
200
200
200

REPORT

Coption l l

400 <hrs>=

1.6

400
Elapsed Time
3
3
3

Time for Complete Forgetfulness <weeks> =

3
3

12

(weeks)
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PRODUCTION UNIT MAN-HOURS

REPORT

Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 1200
Total Production Time Chrs>

=

2158.635

Learning Allowance Chrs>

=

238.63'45

1st Unit Time <hrs/unit)

=

8.516236

Standard Unit Time <hrs/unit) =

1.6

1200 (hrs/unit> = 1.224856

Time tor Unit I

1200 Unit(s)

Av&.

Time for

Avg.

Time for 200 UnitCs>

(hrs/unit)
in Batch 6

=

1.798862

<hrs/unit>

=

1.6

PROD. RATE~ MAN PO~ER REQUIREMENT

REPORT

Ent•r PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 1200
Enter PRODUCTION DAY<s>

for 1200 units

? 30

Enter PRODUCTION HOURS/DAY? 7.5

,,,

I,,
11

l

Han power needed to produce 1200 unit(s) = 9.593931
At an avg. production rate of S.333334 <units/hr>
Fully trained man power to produce 1200 unit<s>

= 8.533334

REPORT

PRODUCTION LABOR COST
Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL for your estimation? 1200
Enter PRODUCTION COST CS/hr>? 8.2

Production Labor Cost= S 17700.8
Learning Cost =

s 1956.803

1st Unit Cost =

$

69.83314

Standard Unit Cost =
Cost for Unit I

$

13.12

1200 = s 10.04382

Av&.

Unit Cost tor 1200 Unit<s>

Ava.

Unit Cost for 200 Unit<s>

=

$

14.75067

1n Batch 6 •

$

13. 12
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Basad on the sample run,

it is evident that the cost

of the product will vary. Based on the comparison between
the averai• unit cost of $14.75 for the second method, which
consists of six production batches with three weeks elapsed
time between each batch, and $13.25 per unit for the first
method, which all 1200 units are produced continuously with
no interruption, the second method proves to be more costly.
Consequently the labor and production rate requirements to
produce the same product in an equal amount of "working"
time vary, which is evident by reviewing the production
I

'1

labor and rate requirement reports.
This program can be used as a simulation technique to

ij

'l~j

rJ.l

try various scenarios based on a user's circumstances.

I
I

'"

V. CONCLUSIONS

Learning curve techniques are an important part of the
labor cost estimations and predicting the rate of
improvement for operator in a continuous production system.
Managers and engineers have integrated these techniques into

the manufacturing systems for over three decades. However,
there are indications that little attention has been given

to torgettina curve techniques in the area of manufacturing
systems that deals with interrupted production programs.
Ona reason is the lack of study and research, which
have traditionally bean supported by

larger industries that

are mostly associated with hiih quantity continuous
production systems. Another reason might be due to
oomplicated computations involved ·1n applying this method
manually. This is especially true for industries that cannot
afford sophisticated computerized systems and programmers to
develop such pro;rams.

A number of authors have developed tables of learning
curve factors and multipliers by collecting data and using
preestablishad industry standards.

It is almost impossible

to aenerate similar tables of multipliers for forgetting
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curves, because a forgetting algorithm is not only dependent
on learning curve parameters, but also on interruption
elapsed time and time for operator's complete forgetfulness.
Learning curve software packages are available for
both microcomputers and larger systems, but no learning
curve with forgetting factor software for microcomputers has
been documented publicly. Some companies such as Denver

Works C2J may have developed a sophisticated mainframe
system which requires extensive data file maintenance.
With the availability and popularity of relatively
inexpensive microcomputers,

it is feasible and necessary to

develop an indi.spensable program for small- to medium-sized
companies that cannot afford highly sophisticated systems.
The learning curve with forgetting factor program
presented in this report is simple and adequate for such
companies.

It is important to note that this program is

based on proven mathematical

algorithms; therefore,

it can

ba considered as a theoretical simulation of various
scenarios which will vary depending on the user's
circumstances. The model used in this program is similar to
the well-received one developed for Denver Works C2J.
With this program managers and engineers can estimate
the cost per unit, average production rate and labor in any
continuous or interrupted manual production environment.
also provides management with a tool to evaluate an
operator's progress, even when he moves from one job to

It
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another or is assigned to an interrupted production program
without affecting his or her calculated efficiency rate.
Management can make efficient job assignments for operators,
and help to minimize the learning allowance by optimizing
production programs.
One of the - possible areas of study that can be
performed using this model is development of a relationship
between learning/forgetting factors and calculation of a

classical inventory model such as production order
quantities. The objective would be to simulate the effects

ot an operator's performance (learning and forgetting) in
detarminin1 the production lot size under highly idealized
conditions, such as minimum work-in-process and inventory.
The modal would be based on the same conceptual framework as
for economic order quantities CEOQ), where unit preparation
cost can be estimated using the learning and forgetting
ourve model presented in this report.

I'
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM L.ISTING

59

10 REM****************** REV

3/10/88

FILE NAME:LEARNING ********************

20 REM***************** LEARNING/FORGETTING CURVE PROGRAM********************
30 KEY OFF
40 DIM M<lOO>,U<lOO>,TF<lOO>,TL<lOO>,ET<lOO>,XP<lOO>,QP<lOO>

~O CLS:FOR II=l TO 8

60 PRINT" "
70 NEXT II

80 PRINT TAB <:!O> "LEARNING CUF:VE WITH FORGETTING FACTOR PROGRAM"
90 PRINT:PRINT TAB(34)"DR. VASSER HOSNI
100 PRINT TAB<34>"BEHZAD M. ZARKOOB
110 PRINT:PRINT TAB<:B> .. UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
1~0 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
-1 ~O PRINT TAB <38) MARCH 1988"
140 LOCATE 23,1:INPUT" Press <ENTER > to continue •• ";C$
150 CLS:PPINT:PRINT:P~!NT
160 GOTO 1010
170 L=O
180 GOSUB 210:GOSUB 45=0:GOSUB 3780:GOSUB 4~0
190 GOTO 1000
200 REM****•*•****•*********** CALCULATE L.C. F:ATE ***************************
~10 CLS: F·R:::NT TAB <::5> "LEARNING CURVE PAF'AME"T"EF:S
DATA ENTRY"
2=0 PRINT"
11

0

11

0

--------------------------------------II

230 PR I ~-JT: F'R I NT
~40 PFUNT TAB ( 15); "!nput UNIT NO. for observation no."; L+l
250 PRINT TAB ( 16> '' (F'ress <ENTER> to e ~'. it> ";
260 LOCATE ~,54:INPUT Ul<L+l)
270 FOR I=l TO L
280 IF U1<L+l)=U1CI) THEN 420
290 NEXT I
300 IF L+1=2 ANO U1<L+1>=0 THEN 410
310 IF U1CL+1>=<0 AND Ml(l))O THEN 780
320 IF U1CL+1)=<0 AND M1(1)=0 THEN :290
330 IF Ul<L+l><=O THEN GOSUB 49:0:LOCATE 5,1:G □ TO 240
F'RINT TAB< 15); "InpL,t AVG. TIME for
340 PRINT TAB< 15)
unit no. ";Ul <L+l); (hrs/·u nit>
3~0 INPUT M1(L+1)
360 FOR I=l TO L:IF U1CL~1><U1<I> AND Ml<L+l) ( Ml<I> THEN GOSUB 4960:GOTO 210
370 IF U1(L+1)>U1CI) AND Ml(L+l>>Ml<I) THEN GOSUB 4960:GOTO 210
11

11

:

11

11

;

380 NEXT I

390 IF MlCL+l>>O THEN L=L+l:GOTO 210
400 G0SUB 49:0:LOCATE 6,1:GOTO 340
410 GOSUB 4860:LOCATE 5,1:GOTO 240
420 GOSUB 4880:LOCATE 5,1:GOTO :40
430 REM DATA DISPLAY
440 CLS
4~0 PRINT TAB<30>"INPUT DATA (option:>
REF'ORT"
460 PRINT" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
II

470 PRINT
480 IZ=l
4qc, PRINT TAB<~>; IZ; ". Observation No. ";TAB<27) "Unit No. ";TAB<3B> "Avg. Unit Time
<hrs>"

500 FOR I=l TO L
~10 PRINT

TABC15>;I;TAB<30);U<I>;TAB<42>;M<I)

~20 NEXT I

~30 GOTO 1290
~40 PRINT

~50 I=IZ

560 PRINT "Enter OBSERV. NO., UNIT NO., UNIT TIME ":PRINT"

ON,
570
~80
590
600

enter <O> for UNIT NO.>
"
LOCATE 23,50:INPUT R,U1<R>,Ml<R>
ON ERROR GOTO 570:IF Ul<R>=O AND U<=>=O THEN 740
IF R)L THEN 750
FOR I=l TO L:IF Ul<R>>U<I> AND M1<R>> M<I> THEN 750
&10 IF Ul<R><U<I> AND Ml CR)< M<I> THEN 750

<To delete OBSERVATI

eo

620 IF UlCR>zU<I> AND R< > I THEN 770
630 NEXT I

640 IF R<-0 OR Ul<R><O OR Ml<R>•<O THEN 7b0
6~0 IF Ul<R>=O THEN Ml<R>=O
660 IF M1<R>>O THEN 780
670 FOR I=l TO L
680 IF Ml<I> > 0 AND UlCI> > 0 THEN 710
6q0 Ml<I> = M1CI+1>:Ul<I>sU1CI+l)
700 Ml(I+l>•O:UlCI+l>=O
710 NEXT I
720 L=L-1

730
740
7~0
760
770
780

GOTO 780
GOSUB 4860:LOCATE 2=,1:Ul <R>=U<R>:GDTO ~60
GOSUB 496•):LOCATE =::, l:Ml <R>=M<R> :Ul <F:>=U <R) :GCTO ~6 0
GOSUB 4920:LOCATE =::, !::"11 (R)=M<R> :Ul <F-'' =U (F ) :GOTO ~6 ('
GOSUB 4880:LOCATE =::,1:Ul CR>=UCR ) :GOTG 56 0
SX=O:SXX=O:SXY=O:SY=O
790 FOR I= 1 TO L
800 SX=SX+LOG <UlCI>>
810 SXX=SXX+LOG<Ul < I > >•L □ G(Ul ( I ) >
820 SXY=SXY+LOG : u1<Il>•~OG ~Ml<I>>
830 SY=SY+LOGCMl<I>>
840 NEXT I
850 B=<L•SXY-SX•SY)/CL*SXX-SX•SX>
860 A=<SY/L)-B+(SX/L)
870 PER= EXP<B+LDG<=>>
880 ONE= EXP<A>
9qo N1=LOG<PER>ILOGC2)
900 IF Nl>=O THEN GOSUB 50=0:IF 0=1 THEN 1010 ELSE LOCATE :=,l:MlCR>=MCR):GOTO

..
m:;

•I

'l"I
11111

~

60

910
9~0
930
940

FOR 1•1 TO L
M<I>=Ml<I>:U<I>=Ul<I>
NEXT I
N=Nl:CST=ONE
9~0 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
960 IF 0=2 THEN GOSUB 4580
970 RETURN
990 REM•••••••••••••••******** MAIN MENU SELECTION•••••••**•*******•********•
990 GOSUB 1190
'TO DISPLAY LRNG EFF
1000 PRI'\IT: INF'UT"
Press <ENTER > to continue";CS
1010 GOSUB 2720
1020 PRINT TAB<17>;"Enter option number ";
1030 INPUT 0
1040 IF 0=-1 THEN ::::90
10~0 IF 0=2 THEN 1140
1060 IF 0=3 THEN 1400
1070 IF 0=4 THEN 1670
1080 IF 0=5 THEN 1940
1090 IF 0=6 THEN 2880
1100 IF 0=7 THEN =sso
1110 IF 0=8 THEN ~050
1120 GOSUB 4900
11~0 GOTO 1010
1140 IF N=O THEN ~030
1J50 CLS:PRINT TAB<::~>"INPUT DATA
CHANGE"
11b0 IF OPT== THEN GOSUB 460:G □ TO 1150
1170 GOSUB 12:20
!.180 GOTO 1010
1190 REM*******••••***•**** DISPLAY LEARNING EFFICIENCY ***•******•••+4++++++++
1::00 CLS

TAB<30>"INPUT DATA <option 1>

1210 PRINT

REF':JRT"

1=20 PRINT" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•
1230 PCTcPER•lOO
t=40 PRINT
l~O IZ•l

flllt

1
1::1

IJ
I

I

1:1,

:::i,
;::1
IOI

,111
;11

)"'
)1
:1:
,II
I

I;!
'II

:111

111111

1!\1111

'l!~1

~ 11,
1
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1260 PRINT TAB<~>;IZ;".
1270 IZ=IZ+1
1280 PRINT TAB<~>;IZ;".

Learning Efficiancy RAte • "1PCT;"%":PRINT
Esti••ted Time tc Produce Unit No.";XC;"<hrs>• ";BCST

1290 IZ•IZ+1
1300 PRINT:PRINT TAB<~>;IZ;". Unit Number to Complete Learning= ";XB
1310 IF XBC <=O THEN PRINT TAB ( 10>..
(pro5ram generated>"
1320 IF E=-0 THEN 1340
1330 GOSUB 39~0
1340 IF
0=2 THEN GOSUB 4620:GOTO 1010
13~0 FOR 11=1 TO 4:PRINT:NEXT II
1~~0 F·R ! NT· TAB< 10 > ; " Press <ENTER > to continue ";
1-::70 INF·UT CS
1 "'.:80 G::JTO 1010
1390 RETURN
1400 GOSUB 14:C>

1410
1420
143(1
1440

GOTO 1010
REM********************* FIND MAN-HRS GIVEN X •************************
IF CST=O THEN ~030
CLS

1450 PRINT TAB (30) "F•~ODUCTION UNIT MAM-HOURS
1460 PF:INT"

REF'ORT"

--------------------------------------

147(: F·RINT
148C> F·R INT TAB C15) ; "Er. ter PROC-UCTI ON LEVEL for yol.tr est 1 mat ion
149C LOCATE
1:PF:INT "<Press <ENTER ::· to e ~dt)"

=~,
4,57:INPUT

1500 LOCATE

11

;

X; "

ti

X

1~10 IF X= <O THEN RETURN
1~=0 GOSUB 4~30
1530

Pt;INT

1~40
1~~0
1~60
1~70
1~80

PRINT

"

11

--------------------------------------

PRINT TAB(5); "Total Production Time (hrs> = ";F·T;"
PRINT:PRINT TAB<5>;"Learning Allowance (hrs> = ";PL;"
PRINT:PRINT TAB<5>;"1st Unit Time Chrs/unit> = ";CST;"
PRINT:PRINT TABC~>; Standard Unit Time Chrs/unit> = ";TB;"

..

II

TAB<5>;"Time

for Unit #

PRINT:F·RINT

TAB<5>; "Av9.

Time for"; X; "Unit Cs>

•

1610 IF <II+1) <2 THEN 1630
16.20 PRINT:PRINT TAB<5>; ••Avg.
11
;

VY; "

1630

II

.

0

1~90 PRINT:PRINT
1600

.

11

;X;

11

(hrs/unit>

Time -for"; XX; "Unit <s>

"'

=";Y;"

Chrs/unit) = ";TYY;"
in Batch"; II+1; "<hrs/unit>

•

"

PRINT:PRINT"

..

1640 LOCATE 4.1:

GOTO 1480

16~(~ GOTO 1440
1660 GOTO 1440
1670 GOSUB 1680:GOTO 1010

1680 REM *********************FIND PRODUCTION MAN POWER*************************
1690 IF N=O THEN GOTO 5030
1700 CLS
1710 F·RINT TAB <22) "PROD. RATE le NAN POWER REQUIRMENT
REPORT"
17=0 PRINT" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"

1 7~C> F·F: I NT
1740 F·RINT TAB ( 1 ~> ; "Enter PRODUCTION LEVEL -for your est 1 mat ion "; X;"
17~C> LOCATE ::z,1:PRINT"<Press <ENTER > to exit)"

.

1760 LOCATE 4,~7:INPUT X
1770 IF X <•O THEN RETURN
":PRINT TABC15);"Enter PROD
1780 PRINT"
II
UCTION DAV<s> for";X;"units
"
17CIO LOCATE 23,1:PRINT"
18C•O LOCATE 6,~~:INPUT DAY :IF DAY•<O THEN GOSUB 4 9=0:LOCATE ~,1:GOTO 1790
1810 PRINT: PRINT TAB< 1~>; "Enter PRODUCTION HOURS/0:~Y
..
1820 LOCATE B.4=:INPUT HRS:IF HRS•<O THEN GOSUB 4q~o:LOCATE 7.1:GOTO 1810
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1830 GOSUB 4330
1840 ~ANsPT/CDAY•HRS)
18~0 TA•CTB•X)/CDAY•HRS>
1860 APR=MAN/TYY
1870 PRINT"

--------------------------------------

..

1880 PRINT:PRINT

.

1890 PRINT TAB<'5>"Man pow•r needed to produce ;X~"un1t(5) =";MAN;"
19C>O PRINT TAB<~> "At an •vs. product ion rate of"; APR;" <uni ts/hr>
1910 F·RINT
1920 PRINT TAE'<~>"Fully trained man power to produce";X;"unit <s) =";TA ; 11
"
1930 LOCATE 4,1:GOTO 1740
1940 GOSUB 1960
1q~c, GOTO 1010
1960 REM ***************•****FIND LABOR COST••••~••••***************************
1970 IF N=O THEN GOTO 5030
1980 CLS
1C?90 PRINT TABC30>"PRODUCT!ON LABOR COST
REF·ORT"
~OC>O PRINT"
11

11

. -------------------------------------

:!010 PRINT
=020 PRINT TAB< 15); "Enter F· R □ C• UCiION LEVEL for yoL.lr est i mat 1 on

2030 LOCATE :::, 1:PF:INT" <Pre:s ·: ENTER :; to e ,dt>"
2040 LOCATE 4,57:INPUT X
:!O~O IF X <=O THEN RETURN
2060 PRINT"
CT!ON COST CS/hr)
'
2070 LOCATE :3,1:PRINT"
=oeo LOCATE 6,43:INPUT C
=090 GOSUB 4330
2100 T=PT*C
2110 LT=PL+C
2120 KT=CST•C
2130 TBT= TB*C
2140 YYT=YY*C
21~0 VT==Y+C
2160 TYT=TYY•C
2170 PRINT"

...

.

2180 PRINT

"

"; X; "

": F'F: I NT TAB C 15) ; "Enter PRODU

--------------------------------------

2190 PRINT T~B<5>;"Produc:tion Labor Cost• S";T;"
2200 PRINT: PRINT TAB<~>; "Lea.rn ing Cost = S"; LT;
..
2210 PRINT:PF:INT TABC5>;"1st Unit Cost• S ;t<T;"
2::::0 PRINT: PF:INT TAE (5) i "Standard Unit Cost = S TBT;"
"
2:::;o PRINT:PRINT TAB<S);"Cost -for Unit *";X;"= S";YT;"
"
2240 PRINT:PRINT TAB<5>;"Avg. Unit Cost -for";X;"Unit<s> = S";TYT;"
2::50 IF <II+l> <= THEN :z::70
=260 PRINT:PRINT TAB<~);"Avg. Unit Cost -f0r";XX;"Un1t(s) in Batch";II+1;"= S";YY
T;"
2270 PRINT:PRINT"
II

11

II

11

11

;

..

II

"
=2so LOCATE 4.1:GOTO :020
2290 REM••••*********** LEARNING CURVE OPTIONS*******************************
'.:300 CLS

2z;10 PRINT TABC::O>"LEARNING CURVE
23=0 PRINT"

MENUE"

.
--------------------------------------

2=::o PRINT"
"
2340 PRINT TABC24)"Chocse from the following options"
=3!i0 PRINT TAE-1 <=~> "to determine the learning rate: ..
:2360 PRINT:PRINT TABC20)"1. SPECIFY THE LEARNING CURVE PARAMt .- ERS"
::?~70 PRINT
2380 PRINT TABC20)"2. ESTIMATE THE LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS" :PRINT
2390 PRINT TAB<20)"3. RETURN TO MAIN MENUE" :PRINT
2400 PRINT

''I

I !1
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~410
INPUT •
-

S•l•ct option• •;OP
24~0 IF OP< 1 OR OP> 2 THEN 1010
2430 IF OP• 2 THEN OPT•2:GOTO 170
~440 CLS:PRINT TAB(30>"LEARNING CURVE PARAMETERS
24~0 PRINT"

DATA ENTRY"

. --------------------------------------

2460 OPT• 1
2470 GOSUB 2480:GOSUB 2~90:GOSUB 4520:GOSUB ~780:GOTO 990

:?480 PRINT
2490 IF 0=2 THEN LOCATE 22,1
2~00

2~10
~~20

2~~0
2~40
~~50
~60

2570

INPUT ••
Input estimated LEARNING EFFICENCY rate .
IF PCT<= 0 THEN G □ SUB 49:0:LOCATE 4,1:GOTO :490
IF PCT> 100 THEN GOSUB 4980:LOCATE 4,1:GOTO 2490
GOTO 2~60
IF SC=l THEN 1140
GOTO 244C>
PER=PCT/100
IF SC=l THEN 2680

(i.)

11

;

PCT

2~8,) RETURN

~9(>
2600
2o10
2620
2630
~640
=6~0

26oC>
~670
2680
~690

2700
'2710

=720
2730

2740

PRINT
IF 0=2 THEN LOCATE :22~1
INF·UT

Input UNIT NO.

II

for yoLtr tlme estimate

11

;

XC

IF XC <1 THEN G □ SUB 4940:LOCATE 6,1:GCTO 2600
PRINT
IF 0=2 THEN LOCATE 22,1
PRINT "
Input estimated TIME for unit no."; XC; "(hrs/unit> ";
INPUT BCST
IF BCST <=O THEN GOSUB 4920:LOCATE 8,1:GOTO 2640
N=LOG<PER,/LOG<2>
CST=CBCST/(1+N))/CXCAN)
IF 0=2 THEN GOSUB 4~60
RETURN
REM******************** DISPLAY OF MAIN MENU**•*************************
CLS:PRINT TABC30)"MAIN MENU
PROGRAM OPTIONS"
PRINT" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,.

'.:750 PRINT:PRINT

:?760 PRINT
'::.770 PRINT"

..

Select from the following options:"
1.
~

=780 PRINT"
=.790 PRINT"
2800 PRINT"

.

""-•

INPUT LEAF:NING/FORGETTING DATA"
EDIT CURRENT DATA

.

"

.., FIND PRODUCTION UNIT MAN-HOURS"
4. FI ND PROD. RATE ~c MAN POWER REQ~ I REMENTS"
FIND LABOR COST"
..,J.
6. SAVE DATA ON DISK"
7. RETRIEVE DATA FROM DISK"
8. EXIT F·ROGRAM": F'R I NT
~

..

2810 PRINT"
=s20 PRINT"
2830 PRINT 11
2840 PRINT" ,
2~0 RETURN
2860 CLS:END
2870 REM************************** FILE MAINTENENCE ***************************
288()
2B90
2qoo
2910
=920
2q30

GOSUB

3=~o

IF 0=6 THEN 3420
ON ERROR GOTO ~000:0PEN "I",1,FLNMS
INPUT•U, OPT
IF OPT= 1 THEN 3=00
INPUT•l,L
2940 FOR I= 1 TO L
2q~o I NPUT1H , M <I )
2960 INPUT#l, U <I>
2q70 NEXT I
2qeo GOSUB 30C>O
~90 GOSUB 430 :GOTO 1000
3000 INPUT#l,PER
:010 INPUT#l,PCT
3020 INPUT#l,CST
3030 INF'UT•1,N

~40 INPUT•1.FT
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3050
3060
3070
3080
~090
~100

3110
~1=0
3130

3140
~1~0
~160

3170
3180
3190

320C>
3=10
32=0
~=30
3=40

32~0
3260
3270
3280

3~90

INPUT•1,E
INPUT#1,XBC
INF·UT#l, XB
INPUT#1,TB
IF E=O OR FT=O THEN 3170
INPUTtt1,FC
FOR I=l TOE
INPUT#l,ET<I>
INFUT#1,QPCI)
INPUT#1,TLCI>
INPUT#l,TF<I>
NEXT I
CLOSE 1
GOSUB 4900
RETURN
INPUT#1, XC
INPUT#1,BCST
GOSUB 300C>
IF SSS="Y'' OR SSS="y" THEN ~100
GOTO 990
CLS:IF 0=6 THEN 3280
PRINT TABC35)"DATA FILE
GOTO 3~90
PRINT TAB<=5>"DATA FILE
PRINT"

RETRIEVE"

SAVE"

-------------------------------------"

PRINT:PRINT
PRINT"
Input the DIS•< DRIVE <A, B, or C>: ";
LOCATE :=,1:F'RINT "F'ress <ENTER> to exit 11
LOCATE 5,48:INPUT CCS
IF CC~="A" DR CCS= a" OR CCS="b" OR CCS="c:" OR CCS="B" OR CCS="C" THEN 3370
IF CCS="" THEN 1010
GOSUB 4960:GOTO 1010
PF: I NT: F·R I NT
3380 INF·UT"
Input the FILE NAME: "; DDS

3300
~310
332C>
3~0
3340
3350
3360
!.~ 70

::390
34,:,0
3410
34=0

11

IF DDS="" THE~ 101('
FLNMS = CCS+ 11

:

"+ DDS

RETURN
REM************** ♦. **************

3430 OPEN "0",1,FLNM$
3440 PRI~T#l,OF'T
~.c~c, IF OPT = 1 THEr~ 37:>:1
3460 PRINT#l,L
3~70 FOR I= 1 TQ L
3480 PRINT#!,MCI>
34qo PRINT#l,U<I,
35◊0 NEXT I

~10 GOSUB 3530
3~20
~30
~540
~~50
::560

~~70
3580
3~'10
3600
3610

3620
36::0
3640

ZbSO
=660
3670
3680

3690

GOTO 1010
PRINT #1,PER
PRINTttl,PCT
P~INT*l,CST
PF:INT• 1, N
PRINTttl,FT
PR!NT .. 1,E
PRINTtt1,XBC
PRI'\IT#l,XB
PRINTttl,TB
IF E=O OR n=o THEN 3700
PRINT•H, FC
FOR 1=1 TOE
PRINT#l,ETCI>
PRINT#1,QPCI>
PRINT#1,TL<I>
PRINT•t,TF<I>
NEXT I

OPEN FILE******************************

es

3700
3710
37:?0
37~0
3740
37~0
3760
3770
3790
3790
3800
3810

CLOSE 1
RETURN
PRINT#l,XC

PRINT~l,BCST
GOSUB 3530:GOTO 1010
CLS:FOR RT=1 TO 10:PRINT:NEXT RT
F·RINT TAB <2~); "COMPUTER IS CALCULATING!
RETURN
REM *******************INPUT DATA FOR FORGETFULNESS THEORY*****************
PRINT
E=O
CLS:PRINT TABC2~)"FORGETTING FACTOR PARAMETERS
DATA ENTRY"
38=0 PRINT"
11

II

-------------------------------------

~830 PRINT :PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
3840 PRINT:PRINT TAB(l5);"Enter ELAPS~D TIME a-fter producing batch no.";E+l,"Cwe
•k> 1 > "

~8~0
3960
3870
3880
3890
39(>0

3910
39=0
3930
3q40

~9~0
3960
~970

INPUT "
(Press (ENTER >, i-f no interuptions>
";ET<E+l)
IF ETCE+l))l THEN 3900
IF ETCE+l><=O AND ETCl>>l THEN 4160
IF ETCE+l><=O THEN ET<E+l)=O: RETURN
GOSUB 4940:GOT □ 3810
F·RINT:PRINT TAB< 15); "Ent~r PF:OOUCT!ON QUANTITY for batch no."; E+1
;
INPUT QP<E+!>:IF QP<E•l> ~=O THEN 3930
XP<E+l>=XP<E>+OP<E+l):E=E+l:GOTO 3810
GOSUB 49=0:LOCATE 11,1:GOTO 3900
RETURN
REM DATA DISPLAY
PRINT
C=O

3980 IZ=IZ+l

3qqo PRINT TAB(~>; IZ; •~.
Batc:h No."; TAB <=9> "Production Qty."; TAB <~1 >"Elapsed
Time (weeks)"
4000 FOR I= 1 TOE
4010 IF QP<I>=O THEN 4030
4020 PRINT TABC17>;l;TAB<32>;QP<I>;TAB<~~>;ETCI>
4030 NEXT
I
4040 PRINT :IZ=IZ+1
40~0 PRINT TAB<~>;IZ;". Time -for Complete Forgetfulness <weeks> = ";FT
4060 RETURN
4070 IF 0=2 THEN LOCATE 22,1
4080 PRINT"Enter BATCH NO., PRODUCTION QTY., ELAF'SED TIME": INF'UT" CTo delete the
BATCH, enter <O> -for PRODUCTION QTY.) ";I,QP<I>,ET<I>
4090 IF I<l OR I>E THEN 4140
4100 IF QPCI>=O THEN XP<I>=O:lF XPCI)=O THEN ET<I>=O :GOTO 4710
4110 IF ET<I>=<l AND QPCl>>O THEN 41SO
41::0 GOSUB 4800
4130 GOTO 4190
4140 GOSUB 4960:GOTO 4070
41~0 GOSUB 4920:GOTO 4070
4160 PRINT
4170 IF 0=2 THEN LOCATE 2~,1
4180 INPUT"
Enter TIME -for complete for9etfulness <week>l> ";FT
4190 IF FT)l THEN 4=20
4200 GOSUB 4940:LOCATE 12,1:GOTO 4170
4210 GOSUB 4160
42:?0 TF(l>=CST
4230 XO=O
4=40 FC=LOG<CST/TB)/LOG<FT>
4250 FOR I=1 TOE

4260
4::70
4280
4290

X2sXP<I>-XP<I-1>:IF I•l GOTO 4=ao

TL<I>• <TF(I-1>•<<X=~<l+N))+N))/((1+N>•X:?>
TL<I>•CST•<X2-N>
IF TL<I><TB THEN TL<I>•TB

4300 TF<I>•<ET(I)AFC>+TLCI>:IF TF<I>>CST THEN TFCI>•CST
4310 NEXT I

es
4:::=o RETURN
4330
4~40
43~0
4360
4370
4=80

REM*********•••••••••••• CALCULATE LABOR HOURS••••••••••••********•*****
BPT=O:II=O
IF X=l THEN YV=CST :V•VV:XXeX:GOTO 44qo
IF E=O OR X=<XP<l> THEN 4440
FOR II= 1 TO E:BPTs(TL<II>•<XP<II>-XP<II-l>>>+BPT
IF X>XP<II> AND X= <XPCII+l> THEN 4410
4:::90 NEXT II
44C>O IIzE
4410 XX=X-XP(II)
44:0 VYz TF<IIJ•<XX-N>
-4430 GOTO 4460
4440 XX=X
44~0 VY=CST•<XXAN)
4460 IF YY <=TB THEN YY=TB
4470 Y=O:IF XX=l THEN v~vv:GOTO 4490
4480 Y=YY•Cl+N)
4490 PT=YY+XX+BPT:PL=PT-<TB•X>
4~00 TYY=F·T / X
4~10 RETURN
45~0 REM•••••••******•••••••**** F!rJD BASE RATE•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4530 IF O=~ THEN LOCATE :1,1
4540 PR!NT :PRINT"
Input UNIT NU~BER to compl2te learning "
4~50 INPUT"
<Press .:ENTER >, if Ltnknc: wn )
;XBC
4560 IF XBC ~=O THEN 4580
4~70 XB=XBC:GOTO 4590
4~80 XB=INT(1/(((1/.999)A(-1/N))-1)+.~)
4~90 TB=<CST*<XBAN))•tl+~)
4600 IF FT>l THEN 4=20
4610 RETURN
4620 LOCATE 21,1:INPUT"
Select<#> for change, or Press <ENTER > to exi
t ";SC
4630 LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

11

It

IF SC=<O THEN RETURN
IF SC>IZ THEN GOTO 1140
IF OPT=2 THEN 4690
ON SC GOSUB 2~00,2610,4~20,4080,4160
GOTO 1140
ON SC GOSUB ~60, 4~20,4080,4160
GOTO 1140
REM****************** UP DATE FORGETFULNESS DATA************•***********
FOR I=l TOE
IF ETCl> >O AND QP<I>>O THEN 4760
ET<I>=ETCI+l):XP<I>=XP<I+l>:QP<I>=QP<I+l>
ET<I+l>=O:XPCI+l>=O:QP<I+1>=0
4760 NEXT I
4770 E=E-1
4780 IF XP<l>=O THEN FT=O
47~0 RETURN
4800 FOR 1=1 TOE
4810 XP<I>=XP<I-l)+QP<I>
4820 NEXT I
4830 RETURN
4840 RETURN
48~0 REM*******•***************• ERROR MASSAGES*****••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4860 LOCATE :3,1:PRINT"•* ERROR: At least 2 observ•tions required, <ENTER > to re
do. **";: INF'UT CS
4870 LOCATE ::::,1:PRINT"
u:RETURN
4880 LOCATE =3,1:PRINT "** ERROR: Repeating number, <ENTER > to redo. ••••1:INPUT

4640
4650
4660
4670
4680
4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750

cs

4990 LOCATE 2~,1:PRINT"
":RETURN
4900 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT••• ERROR,
•

• ... : I

INPUT

c_s

Input •ust ba 1,2,:,4,~,6 or 7,

<ENTER> to ~edo
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4910 LOCATE- 23~ 1: PRINT"
":RETURN
•920 LOCATE :3,1:INPUT''** ERROR: Input •ust be> O, <ENTER> ta redo. ••";Cs
4930 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT
":RETURN
4940 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT
ERROR: Input must be> 1, <ENTER> to redo. **";:INPUT
0

0

cs

••

49~0 LOCATE 2=,1:PRINT"

":RETURN
•960 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT"** ERROR: Input out of limits, <ENTER> to redo. ••
·";:INPUT C$
4«;70 LOCATE :3,1:PRINT"
II: F:ETURN
•980 LOCATE =3,1:PRINT"+* ERROR: Input must be< 10~, <ENTER> to redo. **";:INPU
T CS
•990 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT"
":RETURN
5000 CLOSE 1:LOCATE 23,1:PRINT''** ERROR: File can not be found, <ENTER> to redo.
**";:INPUT CS
~010 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT"
":LOCATE 5,1:RESUME 288C>
~020 LOCATE 23,1:PRINT"+• Can not find learning curve, press <ENTER> to redo**
M;:INPUT cs :RETURN
~030 LOCATE 2=, l:F·RINT"+• ·. Learnin9 curve data do not exist, press <ENTER> to red
0 **";:INPUT C$ :GOTO 1010
5040 REM************************** END OF PROGRAM****************************
~o~o CLS:PRINT :PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
5060 PRINT TAB<=O>"**** Do you wish to s•ve current data? ****":PRINT
~070 INPUT"
Enter <Y or N> : ;SSS
~080 IF SSS• .. N" OR SSS="n" THEN 5100
~090 SSS="V":0•6:GOTO 2880
5100 CLS:LOCATE 12,31:PRINT"PROGRAM TERMINATEDu:END .
11
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